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We take a closer look at market technicals and sentiment this week with
the historically volatile second half of October upon us. Although there has
been some near-term volatility and equity weakness, the longer-term technicals
on equities continue to look very strong. We will show this by examining three
different technical indicators that, combined, show the potential for positive longerterm signals for equities. Turning to overall market sentiment, the overwhelming
evidence suggests there is still a significant amount of worry about future price
returns. From money leaving equity funds, to market sentiment polls showing an
unusually high level of worry this close to all-time highs, sentiment could potentially
be a nice contrarian reason to remain bullish.

BULLISH LONGER-TERM TECHNICALS
Best practices in technical analysis recommend looking for confirmation from
multiple technical perspectives. The ability to have multiple technical analysis
indicators confirm each other helps raise the probability of success in assessing
future market direction. We have outlined three longer-term technical indicators
below which together increase the level of confidence that equities move higher
over the next 6 to 12 months.
Technical Analysis is a methodology for
evaluating securities based on statistics
generated by market activity, such as
past prices, volume and momentum,
and is not intended to be used as the
sole mechanism for trading decisions.
Technical analysts do not attempt to
measure a security’s intrinsic value, but
instead use charts and other tools to
identify patterns and trends. Technical
analysis carries inherent risk, chief
amongst which is that past performance is
not indicative of future results. Technical
Analysis should be used in conjunction
with Fundamental Analysis within
the decision making process and shall
include but not be limited to the following
considerations: investment thesis,
suitability, expected time horizon, and
operational factors, such as trading costs.
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Relative ratios remain bullish. The following relative strength ratios, based on
historical data, can be used to gauge the probability of success in forecasting the
potential future direction of the stock market [Figure 1].


Stocks versus bonds. The stocks-versus-bonds ratio is helpful in assessing
trends in the overall stock market. A rule of thumb is that when stocks outperform
bonds it generally depicts a bullish trend for stocks.
Looking at historical data going back to 2004, when the weekly reading on the
S&P 500 Index / Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index relative strength
line chart is sustained above its 40-week simple moving average (SMA) for three
trading weeks, subsequent long term price levels on the S&P 500 index tended
to rise. Since 2004, this type of moving average crossover happened only 8 times.
Six months later, the S&P 500 was higher 6 of 8 times (75%), with average
total returns of 5.7%. Going out nine months, the returns are higher 8 of 8 times
(100%), with average total returns of 9.2%. Looking out one year, the returns
were higher 7 of 8 times (88%), with average total returns of 7.0%.
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Consumer discretionary versus consumer
staples. When the consumer discretionary
index outperforms the consumer staples index,
it indicates that the market favors goods that
consumers choose to buy (i.e., discretionary) over
items that they must buy (i.e., staples). This is
evidence of the market’s confidence in consumer
spending, and the economy as a whole.
Looking at historical data going back to 2003,
when the weekly reading on the S&P 500
Consumer Discretionary Index / S&P 500
Consumer Staples Index relative strength line
chart is sustained above its 40-week SMA for
three trading weeks, the S&P 500 index has
tended to rise over the long term. Since 2003,
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this type of moving average crossover happened
only 14 times. Six months later, the S&P 500 was
higher 10 of 14 times (71%), with average total
returns of 6.5%. Going out nine months, returns
were positive 12 of 14 times (86%), with average
total returns of 10.5%. Looking out one year, the
returns were positive 11 of 14 times (79%), with
average total returns of 10.5%.


Small caps versus large caps. When the small
cap index outperforms the large cap index, it can
be reflective of a growing stock market due to the
increased investment into small business.
Looking at historical data going back to 2003,
when the weekly reading on the Russell 2000
Index / Russell 1000 Index relative strength

THE RELATIVE RATIOS INCREASE THE LIKELIHOOD THAT STOCKS CONTINUE HIGHER OVER THE LONG-TERM TIME HORIZON
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Source: LPL Research, Bloomberg 10/14/16
Indices are unmanaged index and cannot be invested into directly. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges.
Index performance is not indicative of the performance of any investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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line chart is sustained above its 40-week SMA
for three trading weeks, subsequent long term
price levels on the S&P 500 index tended to
rise. Since 2003, this type of moving average
crossover happened only 13 times. Six months
later, the S&P 500 was higher 8 of 13 times
(61%), with average total returns of 2.5%. Going
out nine months, returns were positive 11 of 13
times (85%), with average total returns of 5.5%.
Looking out one year, returns were positive 10 of
13 times (77%), with average total returns of 9.1%.

BULLISH COMBINATION
The combination of the three aforementioned
technical indicators increases the likelihood that
stocks will move higher over the next six to 12
months. Taking an overall average of the indicators,
six months later, the S&P 500 was higher 69%
of the time, with an average total return of 4.9%.
Going out nine months, returns were positive
90% of the time, with average and median returns
of 8.4%. Looking out one year, the returns were
positive 81% of the time, with average and median
total returns of 8.9% [Figure 2].
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We also find value in assessing investor sentiment.
History has shown that the crowd can be right
during trends, but tends to be wrong at extremes.
Sentiment can be used as a contrarian indicator,
because if everyone who might become bearish has
already sold, only buyers are left. This, of course,
applies to the reverse as well.
Sentiment polls are one way to gauge investor
sentiment, and so far this year we’ve seen an
unusually high level of fear. For instance, the
American Association of Individual Investors (AAII)
Sentiment Poll has seen the percentage of bulls
below 30% for eight consecutive weeks. That
is the second longest such streak in 22 years.
Additionally, going back to 1987 when the weekly
poll started, the average number of bulls has been
38.5%. Incredibly, the bulls have come in below this
number for a record 49 straight weeks, trouncing
the previous record of 33 straight weeks.

THE SUBSEQUENT AVERAGE TOTAL RETURN OF THREE TECHNICAL INDICATORS FOR THE S&P 500 INDEX OVER A
6-, 9-, AND 12-MONTH TIME HORIZON

Relative Ratio > 40-Week
Simple Moving Avg.

Long-Term Technical
Indicator

Avg. 6-Month
Total Return

%
Positive

Avg. 9-Month
Total Return

%
Positive

Avg. 12-Month
Total Return

%
Positive

Stocks vs. Bonds

5.7%

75.0%

9.2%

100.0%

7.0%

87.5%

Consumer Discretionary
vs. Consumer Staples

6.5%

71.4%

10.5%

85.7%

10.5%

78.6%

Small Caps vs.
Large Caps

2.5%

61.5%

5.5%

84.6%

9.1%

76.9%

Overall Average

4.9%

69.3%

8.4%

90.1%

8.9%

81.0%

Source: LPL Research, Bloomberg 10/14/16
Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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FUND FLOWS
What are investors doing with their money? A
sentiment poll is one thing, but we can also gauge
sentiment by watching where the assets are
moving. The data show that investors are very
skeptical of equities here, evident by the record 32
straight weeks of outflows from domestic equity
mutual funds according to the Investment Company
Institute. The previous record was 25 straight weeks
ending in late 2010, when many investors were still
looking for a double-dip recession. Where is all this
money going? Much of it is moving into bonds, as
31 of the previous 32 weeks have seen inflows into
bond mutual funds.
What about adding exchange-traded funds (ETFs) to
the picture? It is no secret that many of the outflows
from equity mutual funds have moved into equity
ETFs. As shown in Figure 3, so far this year the
combined outflows from domestic mutual funds
3

MONEY CONTINUES TO LEAVE EQUITIES FOR BONDS IN 2016
Domestic Equity Funds and ETFs
Bond Funds and ETFs

and ETFs are $89.1 billion, with only March and July
showing small inflows. Now compare that to the
combined bond inflows into mutual funds and ETFs
of $199.9 billion, with every month positive so far in
2016. Equities aren’t the crowded trade; in fact, it
could be bonds.

CONCLUSION
As we laid out in our Midyear Outlook 2016, we
expected market volatility to pick up in the second
half of the year but for stocks to still finish with
mid-single-digit gains.* Although there are many
well-known concerns that could lead to equity
weakness, generally positive technical indicators
and an overriding sense of worry among investors
can be a powerful combination. We would expect
any near-term market declines to potentially be
shallow and short lived, and would likely view them
as potential buying opportunities. Should the myriad
of investors’ worries not unfold and the economy
pick up some steam, the strong technical backdrop
could potentially indicate more stock market gains
lie ahead. n
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Source: LPL Research, Investment Company Institute 10/05/16
ETF = Exchange-Traded Fund

*As noted in our Midyear Outlook 2016 publication, we believe the conditions are in place for a solid earnings rebound during the second half of 2016, due to the easing
drags from the U.S. dollar and oil, coupled with minimal wage pressures. A slight increase in price-to-earnings ratios (PE) above 16.6 is possible as market participants
gain greater clarity on the U.S. election and the U.K.’s relationship with Europe, and begin to price in earnings growth in 2017.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. To
determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no
guarantee of future results.
The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.
Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal, and potential liquidity of the investment in a falling market.
Investing in mutual funds and ETF’s involve risk, including possible loss of principal.
Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond and bond mutual fund values and yields will decline as interest rates rise and bonds
are subject to availability and change in price.
Because of its narrow focus, sector investing will be subject to greater volatility than investing more broadly across many sectors and companies.
The AAII Investor Sentiment Survey measures the percentage of individual investors who are bullish, bearish, and neutral on the stock market for the next six
months; individuals are polled from the ranks of the AAII membership on a weekly basis. Only one vote per member is accepted in each weekly voting period.
INDEX DESCRIPTIONS
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through
changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries. Additional indexes, such as the S&P 500 Consumer Discretionary Index,
represent GIC sector sub-indexes of the S&P, constituted of S&P 500 stocks classed within a particular sector.
The Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship benchmark that measures the investment-grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable
bond market. The index includes Treasuries, government-related and corporate securities, MBS (agency fixed-rate and hybrid ARM pass-throughs), ABS, and
CMBS (agency and non-agency).
The Russell 1000 Index measures the performance of the large cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. It is a subset of the Russell 3000 Index and includes
approximately 1000 of the largest securities based on a combination of their market cap and current index membership. The Russell 1000 represents approximately
92% of the U.S. market.
The Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the small cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell 2000 Index is a subset of the Russell 3000
Index representing approximately 10% of the total market capitalization of that index.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.
To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment advisor, please note that LPL Financial LLC is not an affiliate of and
makes no representation with respect to such entity.
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